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Abstrat. The reent availability of isotopially pure samples of hexagonal boron

nitride (h-BN) has allowed the isotopi substitution e�ets to be studied in this highly

interesting layered rystal. Here, we review the appliation of Raman sattering

to investigate phonon anharmoni deay and its partiularities in layered rystals,

exempli�ed by h-BN. The modi�ation of the phonon spetrum and anharmoni

phonon deay paths in isotopially pure samples is spei�ally addressed. Detailed

information about phonon lifetimes and deay hannels is obtained for h-BN from

a thorough analysis of temperature-dependent Raman sattering measurements in

the light of density funtional theory and perturbation theory alulations. The

phonon lifetime is substantially inreased in isotopially pure rystals, whih may have

important impliations for the development of low-loss h-BN based phonon-polariton

devies. On aount of the low ation mass, isotopi substitution substantially alters

the dominant phonon deay pathways and hanges the strength of phonon anharmoni

interations.
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1. Introdution

Reent years have witnessed an impressive surge in researh and tehnologial

appliations of 2D materials. Graphene, the great variety of transition metal

dihalhogenides and layered hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) are paramount examples.

h-BN is urrently attrating muh interest beause of its unique properties: a layered

honeyomb struture similar to graphene, wide bandgap (� 6 eV), and good thermal

properties. All these properties make h-BN an ideally suited material for dieletri layers

in graphene-based staked devies [1℄. Additionally, h-BN displays an extreme optial

anisotropy [2℄, whih is being exploited in hyperboli phonon-polariton appliations

[3, 4℄.

Phonon exitations play a entral role in determining the remarkable properties of h-

BN. Namely, the existene of well-separated reststrahlen bands assoiated with infrared

optial phonon modes polarized in the hexagonal plane and along the  diretion gives

rise to type I and type II hyperboli behavior, in whih the in-plane and out-of-plane

permittivities display opposite sign [3℄. On the other hand, phonon lifetime is a key

parameter to ahieve low-loss phonon-polariton operation.

Traditionally, phonon lifetimes have been measured in frequeny domain by means

of high-resolution Raman sattering measurements [5℄. The full width at half maximum

of the Raman line is related to the phonon lifetime via energy-time unertainty relation,

and the analysis of its temperature dependene gives insight into the most likely phonon

deay pathways. Early works [6℄ were based on oversimpli�ed analytial ansatzs like the

Klemens model [7℄, in whih only deay into two aousti phonons of oposite wavevetor

belonging to the same branh is onsidered. With the advent of widespread use of ab-

initio methods for the alulation of phonon dispersion [8℄, a muh more detailed piture

of the dominant anharmoni phonon deay pathways an be extrated from the analysis

of Raman measurements [9, 10, 11℄.

Changes in atomi mass a�et the phonon frequenies and their linewidths.

Early Raman investigations on Ge isotopes [12℄ demonstrated that the phonon

frequenies sale as the inverse square root of the mass, as expeted from the harmoni

approximation. Isotopi studies were extended to zin-blende [13℄ and wurtzite [14℄

binary semiondutors. Isotope mass utuation in mixed omposition rystals were

shown to lead to additional frequeny shifts and line broadenings [13℄. All these studies

were mainly performed on ubi semiondutors. Beause of the strong strutural

anisotropy of layered van der Waals rystals, they present some partiularities in their

phonon dynamis [11℄ that a�et the temperature dependene of their phonons. These

were already revealed by infrared and Raman studies arried out on graphite [15℄. The

development of growth methods for produing high-quality h-BN single rystals with

ontroled isotopi omposition [16℄ has enabled us to explore isotopi e�ets on the

tehnologially important h-BN layered rystal.

Here we present an overview of the experimental results on phonon anharmoni

deay in isotopially pure h-BN samples that we have reently published [11, 17℄. The
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Figure 1. Layered honeyomb struture of natural h-BN with random distribution

of

11

B (80%) and

10

B (20%) atoms. Highlighted are the four atoms ontained in the

h-BN unit ell.

emphasis in this review is on a general desription aimed at a non-speiallist audiene

of the physial mehanisms that have a role in explaining the temperature dependene

of the Raman peaks of isotopially ontroled h-BN. An exhaustive disussion of the

theoretial models used to aurately interpret the Raman data an be found in our

previous works [11, 17℄.

2. Phonons in layered ompounds: the ase of h-BN

The struture of h-BN onsists of layers of at B

3

N

3

ovalently bonded hexagons whih

are anhored together by weak van der Waals fores (see Fig. 1). The optial phonons at

the Brillouin zone enter belong to the E

1u

+A

2u

+2E

2g

+2B

1g

representations of the D

6h

point group. The E

2g

modes are Raman ative and the E

1u

and A

2u

are infrared ative,

whereas the B

1g

modes are optially inative. Both E

2g

and E

1u

modes are in-plane

polarized, whereas A

2u

and B

1g

modes are polarized along the  axis. Here we shall be

fousing on the E

2g

Raman ative modes. On aount of the high strutural anisotropy,

the two E

2g

Raman ative modes exhibit vastly di�erent frequenies. Whereas in the

high-frequeny mode (E

high

2g

) the antiparallel motion of B and N atoms basially probe

the strong in-plane ovalent bonding, the low-frequeny mode (E

low

2g

) orresponds to an

interlayer shear mode where all the B and N atoms in a given layer vibrate in phase and

therefore its frequeny is determined by the weak interlayer van der Waals fores (see

Fig. 2 for a pitorial representation). These very low-frequeny interlayer modes are
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Figure 2. Phonon dispersion and density of states for isotopially pure

10

BN (blue

lines) and

11

BN (red lines). Arrows indiate the main phonon deay hannels (see

text). The atomi motions for the optial phonons are illustrated. Reprodued with

permission from the Amerial Physial Soiety.

harateristi of layered ompounds and are also enountered in graphite [18℄. As will

be disussed later on, the existene of suh low-frequeny modes has a strong impat on

phonon dynamis [15, 11℄.

2.1. Phonon dispersion

The phonon dispersion of h-BN alulated for

10

BN and

11

BN using a density funtional

theory (DFT) approah [17℄ is shown in Fig. 2 as blue and red lines, respetively. The

in-plane E

1u

and E

2g

optial modes in whih B and N atoms vibrate against eah other

display the highest frequenies. They exhibit a substantial isotopial frequeny shift over

the whole Brillouin zone. The intermediate frequeny range (from � 600 to � 850 m

�1

)

orresponds to modes with atomi vibrations along the  axis that lead to a bukling of

the at hexagonal layers. These modes display a smaller isotopi shift. Finally, at the

low-frequeny range one �nds the low-energy E

2g

shear mode and B

1g

silent mode, whih

an be viewed, respetively, as the zone folding of transverse- and longitudinal-aousti

branhes along the A diretion arising from the alternate layout of B and N atoms

along the  diretion. These modes display essentially no shift with isotopi mass. The

presene of low-frequeny modes assoiated with interlayer interations is harateristi

of layered ompounds and plays a relevant role in anharmoni interations[15, 11℄. As

an be seen in Fig. 2 from the slope of the phonon dispersion, the group veloity of

the low-frequeny phonons propagating along in-plane diretions is muh smaller for

phonons polarized along the  diretion (ZO

1

and ZA) than for the in-plane polarized

phonons (TO

1

, TA, LO

1

, and LA) [19℄, and the ZO

1

and ZA branhes are virtually

dispersionless along the M{K line. This yields a strong peak in the phonon density
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of states (PDOS) that, as will be disussed next, has also a bearing on the phonon

anharmoni deay.

2.2. Phonon anharmoni interations

2.2.1. Phonon anharmoni deay Anharmoni terms in the lattie Hamiltonian give

rise to oupling of the harmoni eigenstates, whih leads to phonon deay and �nite

phonon lifetime. Interating phonons an be viewed as quasi-partiles with a omplex

self-energy �(!) = �(!) � i�(!), where 2�(!) yields the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of the phonon linewidth [5℄. The imaginary part, whih an be alulated

from perturbation theory, ontains ontributions from downonversion and uponversion

proesses. In a ubi-anharmoniity downonversion proess a phonon deays into two

lower energy phonons, whereas an uponversion proess involve the deay of a phonon

into a higher energy phonon with the simultaneous annihilation of an existing phonon.

Higher order quarti anharmoni proesses involving the deay into three phonons may

also ontribute. Energy and rystal momentum onservation hold in all ases. In general,

the deay frequenies luster around a few dominating deay hannels. These an be

dedued by inspetion of the PDOS, and they are depited by the arrows in Figure 2 for

the E

high

2g

mode of h-BN. Orange arrows indiate downonversion to a pair of opposite

wavevetor ZO

1

or ZA phonons at K, whereas green arrows indiate an uponversion

to a longitudinal optial optial branh with the annihilation of an aousti phonon.

The blue arrows represent a quarti-anharmoniity downonversion into a zone enter

A

2u

phonon and a pair of opposite wavevetor ZO

1

or ZA phonons at M . Sine the

ZO

1

or ZA branhes are virtually dispersionless along the M{K diretion, any phonon

along this line (shaded area) will ful�ll energy onservation and therefore this quarti-

anharmoniity deay hannel is expeted to be important in h-BN.

The imaginary part of the self energy is essentially proportional to the ombined

PDOS for phonon sums and di�erenes, to the e�etive anharmoni oupling potentials,

and to the Bose-Einstein oupation fators [9℄. For the ubi-anharmoniity deay, the

imaginary part of the self-energy is

�(!) = jV

+

3

j

2

(1 + n

1

+ n

2

)�

+

(!) + jV

�

3

j

2

(n

2

� n

1

)�

�

(!); (1)

where �

+

(!) and �

�

(!) the two-phonon sum and di�erene density of states, and V

+

3

and V

�

3

the e�etive third-order anharmoni potentials for deay into phonon sums and

phonon di�erenes, respetively. n

1

and n

2

are the Bose-Einstein fators for the phonons

involved in the phonon sum or phonon di�erene. Similarly, the quarti annharmoni

deay ontribution an be approximated by

�

(4)

(!) � j

~

V

+

4

j

2

f[n(!

+

1

) + 1℄[n(!

+

2

) + 1℄[n(!

+

3

) + 1℄

� n(!

+

1

)n(!

+

2

)n(!

+

3

)g�

+

(! � !

+

1

)

+ j

~

V

�

4

j

2

f[n(!

�

1

) + 1℄[n(!

�

2

) + 1℄n(!

�

3

)

� n(!

�

1

)n(!

�

2

)[n(!

�

3

) + 1℄g�

�

(! � !

�

1

);

(2)

where !

1

is the frequeny of a zone-enter mode and !

2

, !

3

are the frequenies of

opposite wave-vetor phonon modes satisfying energy onservation.
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Figure 3. Phonon oupation fator as a funtion of temperature and phonon energy.

Phonon modes below k

B

T exhibit the highest temperature dependene. Note that

the oupling potential (boxed labels) is negative for the lowest frequeny E

2g

mode.

Reprodued with permission from the Amerian Physial Soiety.

One the imaginary part of the self energy is known, the real part, whih gives the

assoiated frequeny shift, an be readily obtained by a Kramers-Kronig transformation

[9℄. The line broadening determined by by Eqs.(1), (2) and (3) depends on temperature

through the Bose-Einstein fators, and therefore, a �t to the temperature dependene

of the Raman FWHM allows the e�etive anharmoni oupling potentials to be

determined.

The Raman line shape of the anharmoni phonons is then alulated from the

Lorentzian-like expression

I(!) /

�(!)

[!

0

+�(!)� !℄

2

+ �(!)

2

; (3)

where !

0

is the bare phonon frequeny. Note that, in the limit of slowly varying �(!),

the FWHM of the Raman line shape orresponds to two times the imaginary part of

the phonon self-energy.

2.2.2. Phonon-phonon sattering in quarti anarmoniity In addition to the

downonversion and uponversion proesses disussed in the previous setion, quarti

anharmoniity also ontains a ontribution from a �rst-order loop diagram that

represents the sattering with a pair of opposite wave-vetor phonons [20, 11℄. This

yields a purely real ontribution to the self energy, whih under ertain simplifying

assumptions an also be expressed in terms of an e�etive phonon sattering onstant,
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Figure 4. Temperature dependene of the a and  lattie parameters of h-

BN alulated in the quasi-harmoni approximation. The symbols orrespond to

experimental x-ray di�ration and interferometry measurements. Note the anomalous

in-plane negative thermal expansion oeÆient.

the Bose-Einstein oupation fators, and the PDOS [11℄ as

�

s

(T ) �

~

V

s

Z

1

0

d![n(!; T )� n(!; T

0

)℄�(!); (4)

where

~

V

s

is an e�etive phonon sattering onstant. This results in an additional

frequeny shift of the phonon line that has to be added to the anharmoni deay

shift. A �t to the temperature dependene of the phonon frequeny measured

in the Raman experiments allows the e�etive phonon sattering onstant to be

determined. The temperature dependene of Eq.(4) mainly arises from the Bose-

Einstein oupation fators. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the thermal oupation fator

show an appreiable inrease with temperature only for low phonon energies ~! . k

B

T .

Layered rystals typially exhibit very low frequeny optial modes assoiated with

the weak van der Waals interlayer interations. Therefore, unlike the ase of ommon

ubi semiondutors, phonon-phonon sattering plays a major role in the temperature

dependene of phonons in layered ompounds beause of a strong oupling to the low

frequeny optial modes [11℄. In the ase of h-BN, the anharmoni oupling to the lowest

frequeny mode is large and negative (see Fig. 3), whih explains the large frequeny

downshift with temperature observed for the high-frequeny E

2g

mode of h-BN. Indeed,

both in graphene [15℄ and in h-BN [11, 17℄ the large frequeny redshift of the high

frequeny optial modes with inreasing temperature is mostly due to this mehanism.

2.2.3. Lattie thermal expansion To zeroth order, the thermal lattie expansion gives

a further ontribution to the temperature-dependent frequeny shift. In the quasi-

harmoni approximation, the hange in the lattie parameters arises from a temperature

dependent term in the free energy assoiated to phonons (see Appendix A in Ref. [17℄).

The large strutural anisotropy of layered ompounds results in a strongly anisotropi

thermal expansion. Both graphite and h-BN display a negative thermal expansion
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oeÆient in the ovalently bonded basal plane and a positive thermal expansion

oeÆient, nearly one order of mangitude larger, along the  diretion. Figure 4 shows

the relative variation of the a and  lattie parameters of h-BN alulated by DFT in the

quasiharmoni approximation. The results obtained using this approah are in exellent

agreement with experimental determinations of the lattie parameters available in the

literature. The thermal shift of the phonon frequenies an then be derived from DFT

alulations on the thermally strained lattie. The derease of the a lattie parameter

implies a blue shift of the phonon modes that are in-plane polarized, whih for the ase

of the E

high

2g

mode is estimated to be � 7 m

�1

at 600 K.

3. E�ets of isotopi substitution

3.1. Mass saling

The phonon frequenies are diretly a�eted by the hange of the average mass of the

harmoni osillators [virtual rystal approximation (VCA)℄. This e�et is partiularly

important in BN beause, on aount of the low ation mass, the substitution of the

stable isotopes of boron (

10

B and

11

B) indues a large relative mass hange. In the

ase of the E

high

2g

mode, where B and N atoms vibrate against eah other, the phonon

frequeny should sale as the inverse square root of the redued mass, whereas the E

low

2g

shear mode, whih involves the gliding motion of the rigid hexagonal layers, is expeted

to sale as the inverse square of the unit ell mass. In rystals with a distribution of

both isotopes, the VCA predits a linear inrease of the E

high

2g

phonon frequeny with

the inverse square root of the average redued mass from its value in

10

BN (� 1360

m

�1

) to its value in

11

BN (� 1395 m

�1

).

3.2. Mass disorder e�ets

The relaxation of wavevetor onservation in the isotopially disordered rystals allows

sattering to phonons of similar energies but di�erent wavevetors, whih leads to a

renormalization of the phonon self-energy indued by isotopi disorder. The magnitude

of this e�et depends on the mass variane g =

P

i

C

i

[1 � (M

i

=hMi)℄

2

, where M

i

is

the isotope mass, C

i

its relative abundane, and hMi is the average mass. In natural

omposition BN, where C

10

= 0:199 and C

11

= 0:801, the mass variane is quite

large (g � 1:35), nearly one order of magnitude higher than in GaAs. Aording

to Tamura's alulations [21℄, the sattering rate in a mass disordered lattie with a

random distribution is proportional to the mass variane, to the PDOS weighted by

the norm squared of the eigenvetor projetion onto other phonon branhes, and to the

squared phonon frequeny. To the lowest order of perturbation theory, the sattering

rate is given by

�

�1

(jq;!) =

�

2N

!

2

j

(q)

X

j

0

;q

0

Æ[! � !

0

j

(q)℄ �

X

�

g

�

je

�

(�jj

0

q

0

) � e(�jjq)j

2

: (5)
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Here N is the number of unit ells and e(�j1jq) is the orthonormal eigenvetor of the

sublattie � of the phonon with wave vetor q in the j branh. The evaluation of the

eigenvetor projetion must be expliitly performed in the ase of layered ompounds

beause of the strong anisotropy between in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations. The

fat that the sattering rate is proportional to the squared phonon frequeny, makes the

isotopi disorder sattering relevant for the E

high

2g

mode, but entirely negligible in the

ase of the E

low

2g

mode. The phonon frequeny shift assoiated with the line broadening

indued by mass disorder an be evaluated by a Kramers-Kronig transformation.

3.3. Anharmoni interations

The isotopi substitution a�ets the phonon energies over the whole Brillouin zone and

hene the possible pathways for anharmoni phonon deay. Figure 2 displays the shifts

in phonon bands and PDOS between isotopially pure

10

BN and

11

BN rystals, obtained

from DFT alulations. Sine the isotopi frequeny shifts are more pronouned for the

high-frequeny optial bands, this a�ets the energy math of ertain deay hannels.

Most notably, the ubi anharmoni deay of the E

high

2g

phonon into a pair of zone

edge aousti phonons (orange arrows in Fig. 2) ahieves a nearly perfet energy math

in

10

BN, and this strongly enhanes the role of this deay pathway in relation to the

dominant deay hannels identi�ed in

11

BN and natural omposition rystals [17℄.

4. Raman sattering experiments on isotopially engineered h-BN

With the development of the growth of high quality h-BN single rystals from high

purity elemental boron-10 or boron-11, it has been possible to experimentally investigate

isotopi e�ets on a layered ompound. The experiments disussed here were performed

on nominally pure

10

BN,

11

BN, and natural omposition samples that were grown from

mixed powders in a furnae with a ontinuous ow of N

2

and forming gas. Single rystal

growth of millimiter-sized isotopially pure h-BN is desribed in detail in Ref. [16℄. The

Raman measurements were arried out using a Jobin-Yvon T64000 triple spetrometer

with a spetral bandwidth of� 0:7 m

�1

. The intrinsi phonon linewidths were orreted

for instrumental broadening. For further details on the experimental onditions, see

Ref. [17℄.

4.1. Temperature dependene of the Raman spetra

Figure 5 displays representative Raman spetra of the E

high

2g

mode reorded at 80, 320,

and 600 K on isotopially pure h-BN samples ompared to spetra of natural omposition

samples. The isotopially pure samples exhibit narrow (FWHM � 2:7 m

�1

at 80

K), symmetri Lorentzian line shapes and a substantial frequeny shift of � 35 m

�1

from the heavier to the lighter isotope. This is in exellent agreement with the DFT

alulations shown in Fig. 2. As temperature inreases, the Raman peaks maintain their

symmetrial Lorentzian shape but broaden signi�antly as a result of the intensi�ation
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Figure 5. Raman spetra of

10

BN, natural-omposition BN, and

11

BN single rystals

reorded at 80 K, 320 K, and 600 K in baksattering on�guration from a  fae. Solid

lines orrespond to line-shape model �ts to the data. Reprodued with permission from

the Amerian Physial Soiety.

of phonon-phonon interations leading to anharmoni deay. Given the natural isotopi

omposition (80%

11

B), the phonon frequeny in the natural omposition sample is lose

to that of the isotopially pure

11

BN sample. However, it does not follow the expeted

saling with the inverse square root of the e�etive mass. The E

high

2g

frequeny measured

in the natural omposition sample is higher by � 2 m

�1

than the VCA predition. This

is in exellent agreement with the real part of the isotopi-disorder-indued phonon self-

energy �

iso

alulated using a DFT and perturbation theory approah [17℄.

In ontrast with the isotopially pure samples, the Raman peaks in the natural

omposition sample are onsiderably broader (FWHM � 7 m

�1

at 80 K) and

asymmetri with a low-frequeny tail. The asymmetry in the line shape is brought

about by a steep edge of the imaginary part of the isotopi-disorder-indued phonon

self-energy at the E

high

2g

frequeny, whih stems from the ridge struture in the PDOS

(see enirled area in Fig. 2) [17℄.
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Figure 6. Temperature dependene of the FWHM of the E

high

2g

phonon experimentally

determined from Raman measurements (symbols) and model �ts to the data (lines).

The superlinear inrease with temperature indiates a relevant ontribution of quarti

anharmoniity (four-phonon proesses: 4p). The isotopially pure samples display a

substantial derease of the FWHM.

In all ases, the Raman peaks show a similar red shift and broadening with

inreasing temperature. Figure 6 displays the temperature dependene of the FWHM,

whih exhibits a superlinear inrease with temperature. This trend is a lear indiation

of a substantial ontribution of quarti anharmoniity terms involving the deay into

three phonons. As pointed out in Setion 3.3, a ubi anharmoniity hannel is

partiularly enhaned in

10

BN. By �tting the line shape model outlined in Setion 2

and desribed in more detail in Ref. [17℄, semi-empirial ubi and quarti e�etive

anharmoni oupling potentials an be determined in this sample. The exellent quality

of the line shape �ts an be observed in Fig. 5. The same ubi anharmoni potentials

are assumed for the

11

BN and

Nat

BN rystals. In these ases, the FWHM exhibits

low sensitivity to the ubi anharmoni potentials due to the predominane of the

quarti anharmoniity, whih makes unreliable the evaluation of the ubi anharmoniity

ontribution. In both isotopially pure samples, the bakground impurity ontribution

to the FWHM is very low (� 1:3 m

�1

). The muh higher FWHM measured in

the natural omposition sample is mainly due to the isotopi disorder, but a higher

bakground impurity ontribution is also found in this sample [17℄.

One the e�etive anharmoni potentials are determined from the FWHM �ts,

the frequeny shift with temperature an be evaluated from a Krammers-Kronig

transformation of the imaginary self-energy, taking due aount of the separate thermal
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Figure 7. Temperature dependene of the E

high

2g

phonon frequeny experimentally

determined from Raman measurements (symbols) and model �ts to the data (lines).

The separate ontributions of lattie thermal expansion and phonon anharmoni deay

are plotted. The phonon-phonon sattering has a prominent role in determining the

redshift of the Raman peak with temperature. Isotopi disorder inreases the Raman

shift by � 2 m

�1

in natural h-BN

expansion and phonon-phonon sattering ontributions. Figure 7 plots the temperature

dependene of the E

high

2g

frequeny measured on the three isotopially ontrolled samples

(symbols). While all samples exhibit a large red shift with temperature, the frequeny

shift due to the thermal expansion of the lattie is large and positive. The isotopi

disorder introdues an additional frequeny shift of � 2 m

�1

in the natural omposition

sample. The anharmoni deay interations tend to derease the frequeny but they have

only a minor e�et and annot reverse the lattie expansion trend. This highlights the

importane of quarti anharmoniity phonon-phonon sattering mehanisms in layered

ompounds, as disussed in Setion 2.2.2. By inluding an additional e�etive potential

desribing this spei� sattering mehanism, an exellent �t to the experimental data

is obtained (solid lines).

4.2. Phonon lifetime

A straightforward estimate of the phonon lifetime an be derived from the FWHM

of the Raman peak using the energy-time unertainty relation �

R

= ~(�

�1

i

+ �

�1

b

).
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Figure 8. Phonon lifetimes of the E

high

2g

mode at 80 K and room temperature (red

diamonds) for isotopially pure and natural omposition samples reported in Ref. [17℄.

For isotopially pure samples, the intrinsi phonon lifetimes derived from the analysis of

the Raman measurements (blue squares) are lower than previous theoretial estimates

by Giles et al.[4℄

The intrinsi phonon lifetime �

i

, whih is limited by anharmoni deay and mass-

disorder e�ets, depends on temperature through its dependene on the Bose-Einsten

oupation fators. Therefore, �tting the model de�ned by Eqs.(1), (2) and (3) to the

temperature dependene of the phonon linewidth allows one to separate the intrinsi

phonon lifetime (�

i

) and the ontribution to phonon �nite lifetime arising from sattering

with bakground impurities (�

b

).

Figure 8 plots the E

high

2g

phonon lifetimes derived from the Raman spetra for

the isotopially ontroled samples. Phonon lifetimes are above 2 ps at 80 K in the

isotopially pure samples (red diamonds). This is � 2:7 times higher than in natural

omposition samples, and reets the suppression of mass-disorder sattering and the

superior rystalline quality of the samples. It is interesting to note that the intrinsi

phonon lifetime (�

i

) reahes values of� 4:2 ps at 80 K in the pure samples. This suggests

that phonon-polariton propagation length, whih is essentially limited by the phonon

lifetime and is a ruial parameter in phonon-polariton appliations, will be further

inreased as the growth of samples with redued bakground impurity onentration

is developed. The values of intrinsi phonon lifetime obtained from the Raman

measurements are however a fator of 2 lower than prior DFT theoretial estimates,

and therefore the gain in polariton propagation length ahievable in pure samples may
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not be as high as previously antiipated [4℄.

Phonon polaritons in h-BN arise from oupling to the E

1u

polar mode; the Raman-

ative E

2g

mode is not polar and therefore does not ouple to the light �eld. Then, a

omparison between the E

2g

phonon lifetime and the phonon-polariton lifetime is not

stritly valid. Nevertheless, one would expet a parallel inrease in lifetime for the E

1u

and E

2g

modes due to the suppression of isotopi disorder. Phonon-polariton lifetimes of

� 0:8 ps have been reported in h-BN akes on lossy Si/SiO

2

substrates [22, 23℄. These

are on the same order as the E

2g

phonon lifetime for natural omposition h-BN (see

Fig. 8). However, phonon-polaritons are strongly inuened by the dispersive substrate,

and for free-standing h-BN akes, phonon-polariton lifetimes have been predited to

be in the 2{5 ps range [22, 23℄. This range of phonon-polariton lifetimes implies

that the lifetime of the E

1u

phonon is atually larger than the value of E

2g

phonon

lifetime determined by Raman measurements, as previously reported for graphite [15℄.

Therefore, high-resolution infrared measurements that an aurately determine the E

1u

phonon lifetime would be neessary in order to establish the atual lifetime of the polar

phonon mode that gives rise to phonon-polariton modes in h-BN.

5. Conlusions

h-BN is a paradigm of a 2D layered rystal held together by van der Waals fores with

a primary role in the development of novel phonon-polariton appliations that take

advantage of its optial hyperboli nature. The anisotropi harater of phonons in

layered h-BN is at the heart of the remarkable optial properties of this material. The

hange of phonon properties in isotopially engineered samples opens opportunities for

a new generation of tailored appliations, ranging from extended propagation length

in ultra-low loss phonon-polariton devies and hyperlensing to high-eÆieny thermal

neutron detetion in

10

BN. Isotopi substitution may also have a fundamental bearing

on van der Waals interations in layered ompounds.

Raman sattering is a powerful probe into the hanges indued by isotopi

substitution to the phonon spetrum. The development of growth methods to obtain

high quality h-BN single rystals has allowed the experimental study of isotopi e�ets

on that highly anisotropi layered ompound by means of high-resolution Raman

spetrosopy. The mehanisms for anharmoni phonon deay of the high-frequeny E

2g

phonon have been investigated and the main deay hannels have been identi�ed based

on DFT alulations of the phonon dispersion. A substantial ontribution of quarti

anharmoniity deay is found in natural omposition h-BN. The isotopi shifts of the

phonon bands strongly enhane the relative signi�ane of ubi anharmoniity in

10

BN

rystals. Due attention has to be given to the anomalous in-plane negative thermal

expansion e�ets on the phonons of this highly anisotropi rystal, whih would result

in a blue shift of the high-frequeny E

2g

phonon. However, this is overompensated by

a phonon-phonon sattering mehanism in quarti anharmoniity that is partiularly

strong in layered ompounds on aount of the existene of the harateristi low-lying
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optial modes assoiated with the weak interlayer van der Waals interations.

The suppression of isotopi disorder sattering in isotopially pure samples results

in a signi�ant inrease of phonon lifetime. This opens an avenue for improving per-

formane in phonon-polariton appliations that rely on phonon-polariton propagation

length, whih is presently limited by the their relatively small group veloity. The in-

trinsi phonon lifetime limited by anharmoni deay in isotopially pure samples is a

fator of two higher than the full lifetime determined by the Raman measurements at 80

K, whih suggests a possible pathway to enhane phonon-polariton propagation lengths

by developing growth strategies to redue the point-defet and impurity density in the

rystals.
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